We present an approach to deep estimation of discrete conditional probability distributions. Such models have several applications, including generative modeling of audio, image, and video data. Our approach combines two main techniques: dyadic partitioning and graph-based smoothing of the discrete space. By recursively decomposing each dimension into a series of binary splits and smoothing over the resulting distribution using graph-based trend filtering, we impose a strict structure to the model and achieve much higher sample efficiency. We demonstrate the advantages of our model through a series of benchmarks on both synthetic and real-world datasets, in some cases reducing the error by nearly half in comparison to other popular methods in the literature. All of our models are implemented in Tensorflow and publicly available at this url.
Introduction
Recently there has been a flurry of interest in using deeplearning methods to estimate conditional probability distributions. The applications of such models cover a wide variety of scientific areas, from cosmology (Ravanbakhsh et al., 2016) to health care (Ranganath et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2017) . A subset of this area deals specifically with discrete conditional distributions, where an explicit estimation of the likelihood is desired-as opposed to simply the ability to sample the distribution, as with GAN-based models (Goodfellow et al., 2014) . Deep learning models that output discrete probability distributions have achieved state-of-the-art results in text-to-speech synthesis (van den Oord et al., 2016a) , image generation (van den Oord et al., 2016b; c; d; Gulrajani et al., 2016; Salimans et al., 2017) , image super resolution (Dahl et al., 2017) , image colorization (Deshpande et al., 2016) , and EHR survival modeling (Ranganath et al., 2016) . Methodological improvements to deep discrete conditional probability estimation (CPE) therefore have the potential to make substantial improvements in many fields of interest in machine learning.
In this paper we focus on the specific form of the deep CPE model used when estimating low-dimensional data such as audio waveforms (1d) or pixels (3d). Typically, this is the output layer of a deep neural network and represents either the logits of a multinomial distribution or the parameters of a mixture model, such as a Gaussian mixture model (also known as a mixture density network (Bishop, 1994) ). Previous work (van den Oord et al., 2016a; b) has found empirically that using a multinomial model often outperforms GMMs on discrete data. Methods to improve performance over the naive multinomial model often involve sophisticated compression of the space into a smaller number of bins (van den Oord et al., 2016a) or hand-crafting a mixture model to better-suit the marginal distribution of the data (Salimans et al., 2017) .
We propose an alternative model, Smoothed Dyadic Partitions (SDP), as a drop-in replacement for these conventional, widely used CPE approaches. SDP performs a dyadic decomposition of the discrete space, transforming the probability mass estimation into a series of left/right split estimations. During training, SDP locally smooths the area around the target value in the discrete space using a graph-based smoothing technique. These two techniques arXiv:1702.07398v2 [stat.ML] 28 Feb 2017 seek to leverage the inherent spatial structure in the discrete distribution to enable points to borrow statistical strength from their nearby neighbors and consequently improve the estimation of the latent conditional distribution.
SDP out-performs both multinomial and mixture models on synthetic and real-world datasets. These empirical results show that SDP is unique in its ability to provide a flexible fit that smooths well without suffering from strong inductive bias, particularly at the boundaries of the space (e.g. pixel intensities 0 and 255 in an image problem). Our SDP design also involves specific attention to efficient implementation on GPUs. These design choices, together with a local neighborhood sampling scheme for evaluating the regularizer, ensure that the approach can scale to large (finely discretized) domains in low-dimensional space.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our dyadic partitioning strategy. Section 3 details our approach to smoothing the underlying discrete probability space using graph-based trend filtering. Section 4 presents our experimental analysis of SDP and our benchmarks confirming its strong performance. Section 5 provides a discussion of related work and the limitations of our model. Finally, Section 6 gives concluding remarks.
Dyadic partitioning of the discrete space
Our model relies on representing the target discrete distribution using a tree rather than a flat grid. Tree-based models for distribution estimation have a long history of success in machine learning. This includes seminal work using k-d trees for nonparametric density estimation (Gray & Moore, 2003) and hierarchical softmax for neural language models (Morin & Bengio, 2005) . More recent work includes, for instance, spatial discrete distribution estimation of background radiation (Tansey et al., 2016) . We draw inspiration from these past works in the design of our SDP model.
Dyadic decomposition
Rather than outputting the logits of a multinomial distribution directly, we instead create a balanced binary tree with its root node in the center of the discrete space. From the root, we recursively partition the space into a series of half spaces, resulting in n − 1 nodes for a discrete space of size n. The deep learning model then outputs the splitting probabilities for every node, E i , parameterized as the logits in a series of independent binary classification tasks,
where b i is the center of the node. . An illustration of our algorithm. The discrete space is recursively partitioned into a series of binary left-right splits and the model outputs the splitting probability for each node. During training, computing the log probability of a target label only requires calculating the nodes path to the label in the tree and its local smoothing neighborhood. In the example above, the target label is 4 and the neighborhood radius is 2, resulting in the need to calculate the target path (orange) and the paths of the surrounding 2 labels on each side (blue). As the size of the discrete space grows larger, and especially in multi-dimensional spaces, the computational savings of this approach become substantial.
ditional probabilty of y being greater than the node value as simply p(N ) for a given node N . For a target value of y i = 4 with some training example x i , we calculate the log probability during training as log(p(
The training objective for the model is then the sum of the log probabilities of the training data.
There are several computational advantages to using this particular structure compared to a multinomial. For large spaces, multinomial models typically require some form of negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013; Jean et al., 2014) at training time to remain efficient. In the DP model, however, every split is conditionally independent of the rest of the tree and there is no partition function to estimate. Instead, we only require the O(log 2 n) path from the root to the target node to estimate the probability of a given training example. Using a balanced tree also guarantees that every path has a fixed-length of log 2 n , making vectorization on a GPU straightforward. Finally, because each node is only dealing with splitting its local region, the resulting computations are much more numerically stable and rarely result in very small or large log-probabilities-a problem that often plagues both multinomial and mixture model approaches.
Multiple dimensions
We extend the DP approach to multi-dimensional distributions in a manner similar to a balanced k-d tree. We enumerate the splits in the tree in a breadth-first fashion, alternating dimensions at each level of the tree. This has two distinct advantages over a depth-first approach of enumerating the first dimension before proceeding to the next dimension. The breadth-first approach means that all nodes close in euclidean space will share more coarse-grained parents. This makes training more efficient by imposing a more principled notion of structure on the discrete space. It also improves computational efficiency for the local smoothing strategy described in Section 3.2, as nearby values have heavily-overlapping paths; this results in a well-utilized GPU cache when training.
Smoothing via graph-based trend filtering
The DP approach described above imposes a spatial structure on the discrete space. In the example from Figure 1 , an example with y i = 4 is likely to result in an increase in probability of p(y i = 5|x i ) as well, since both A and C will increase in the direction of 5 and only F will be downweighted. However, it will clearly decrease the likelihood of p(y i = 3|x i ), since it will shift the probability of A away from 3 and leave the other nodes in the path of 3 unchanged. This imabalance in updates is likely to lead to jagged estimations of the underlying conditional distribution. To address this issue, we incorporate a smoothing regularizer into SDP that spreads out the probability mass to nearby neighbors as a function of distance in the underlying discrete space, rather than only their specific DP paths.
Trend filtering logits
Trend filtering (Kim et al., 2009; Tibshirani et al., 2014 ) is a method for performing adaptive smoothing over discrete spatial lattices. In the univariate case with a Gaussian loss, the solution to the trend filtering minimization problem results in a piecewise polynomial fit similar to a spline with adaptive knot placement. The order of the polynomial is a hyperparameter chosen to minimize some objective criterion such as AIC or BIC; in SDP, we use validation error. Recent methods extend trend filtering to arbitrary graphs and theoretical results show that trend filtering has strong minimax rates (Sadhanala et al., 2016) and is optimally spatially adaptive for univariate discrete spaces (Guntuboyina et al., 2017) .
To smooth the conditional distributions, we employ a graph-based trend filtering penalty applied to the conditional log-probabilities output by our model. This yields a regularized loss function for the i th training sample,
where ∆ (k) is the sparse k th -order graph trend filtering penalty matrix as defined in and vec is a function mapping the d-dimensional discrete conditional distribution over y to a vector. The λ term is a hyperparameter that controls the tradeoff between the fit to the training data and the smoothness of the underlying distribution. As we show in Section 4.2, as the size of the dataset increases, the best SDP setting will drift towards smaller values of λ. Thus, in small-sample regimes SDP relies on trend filtering to smooth out the underlying space, whereas in largesample regimes it converges to the pure DP model.
Local smoothing via neighborhood sampling
A naive implementation of the trend filtering regularizer would require evaluating all the nodes in the discrete space. This would remove many of the computational performance advantages of the DP model described in Section 2.1. To ensure that SDP scales to large spaces, we smooth only over a local neighborhood around the target value. Specifically, for a given y i , we smooth over all nodes in the hypercube of radius r centered at y i . The resulting regularization loss is then only over this subset of the space,
is the graph trend filtering matrix for a discrete grid graph of size (2r+1) d and (·) is the neighborhood selection function that returns the vector of local conditional logits to smooth. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the local sampling for a neighborhood radius of size 2 and a target label of 4.
By only needing to compute the values of a local neighborhood, the SDP model regains its computational efficiency. For instance, in the case of a neighborhood radius of size 5 in a 3d scenario where each dimension is of size 64, the full smoothing model would have to calculate ≈ 262K output DP nodes. The local smoother on the other hand only needs paths of size 24 for 1331 logits for an upper bound of ≈ 32K nodes. Even though this is already a sharp reduction (≈ 88%), most of the local neighborhood will have highly-overlapping paths and thus the average number of nodes sampled is much lower than the upper bound.
Experiments
We evaluate SDP on a series of benchmarks against real and synthetic data. First, we show how the dyadic partitioning is effected by the trend filtering with different neighborhood sizes. We then compare SDP against approaches found in the recent literature and highlight the particular pathologies of each method. Finally, we measure the performance of each method on real datasets of one, two, and three-dimensional discrete conditional target distributions.
Neighborhood size
As noted in Section 3.2, the local smoothing strategy of SDP introduces a new hyperparameter to tune. To evaluate the effect of different choices of neighborhood size we consider a toy example of performing marginal density estimation on a large 1000-bin 1d grid. We use a piecewise-linear ground truth function to parameterize the logits of the true distribution:
We then standardize the logits and draw 5000 samples from the corresponding multinomial.
As a baseline, we consider an unsmoothed dyadic partitioning model which simply performs unregularized maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). We then evaluate SDP with five different neighborhood radius sizes: 1, 3, 5, 10, and 25. We fix the other settings to use first-order (k = 1) trend filtering with the λ penalty fixed at 0.02. All models are fit via Adam with a learning rate of 10 −2 , of 0.1, and minibatch size of 10. We run the experiment for 50K steps and plot the total variation (TV) error between the true distribution and the estimated distribution in Figure 2 .
The baseline unsmoothed method (gray solid line) quickly reaches an error of around 0.1 (gray dashed line), much lower than the empirical MLE (dashed red line). However, as the model continues to train it begins to overfit and will eventually converge to the empirical MLE if training is allowed to continue. The smoothing in SDP acts as a regularizer which prevents this overfitting, as is seen in the case of the larger radii of size 10 and 25. These models converge nearly as quickly as the unsmoothed model, but both reach a better TV error and do not begin to overfit.
When the neighborhood size is small, as in the case of the radii of size 1 and 3, the smoothing can substantially slow down learning. On the other hand, wall-clock time for SDP scales linearly with the neighborhood size. This creates a clear tradeoff for SDP: smaller neighborhoods are computationally more efficient, but may require many more samples to converge. Fortunately, a radius of 25 is still only 5% of the total size of the grid, yielding a considerable wall-clock speedup over the full trend filtering penalty. We found that neighborhoods larger than 25 did not yield any Figure 2. Learning rate plots for different neighborhood sizes on the illustrative example in Section 4.1. As the local smoothing area increases, the model becomes more sample efficient at the cost of being more computationally expensive. The solid gray line shows the performance of the unsmoothed model; the dashed gray line is the peak performance for the unsmoothed model. After a rapid learning process, the unsmoothed model begins to overfit and starts to return to the empirical distribution. In contrast, the larger neighborhoods quickly converge to an estimate better than the unsmoothed model ever achieves.
additional sample efficiency nor asymptotic performance benefits on this experiment. It may also be possible to employ a hybrid approach of fitting an unsmoothed model initially, then smoothing later, though we have not explored such an approach.
Synthetic conditional distributions
We next create a synthetic benchmark to evaluate the sample efficiency and systematic pathologies of both our method and other methods used in the recent literature. Our task is a variant on the well-known MNIST classification problem but with the twist that rather than mapping each digit to a latent class, each digit is mapped to a latent discrete distribution. For each sample image, we generate a label (y) by first mapping the digit to its corresponding distribution and then sampling y as a draw from that distribution, resulting in a training set of (X, y) values where X is an image (whose digit class is not explicitly known by the model) and y is an integer.
We compare six methods:
• Multinomial (MN): A simple multinomial model with no knowledge of the structure of the underlying space.
• Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM): An mcomponent GMM or Mixture Density Network (MDN) (Bishop, 1994) . For multi-dimensional data, The completely smooth GMM distribution uses a 3-component Gaussian mixture model and has no modes near the boundaries. The result is an easy task for a GMM (mixture density network) model, though the SDP model still outperforms all the other misspecified models and is competitive in the small-sample regime. The edge-biased distribution has peaks at both boundaries, similar to observed pixel intensities in natural images, and here SDP performs very well. In comparison to its constituent strategies (Unsmoothed DP and Smoothed MN), we see that SDP effectively sees an additive boost in low-sample regimes by combining the two methods.
we use a Cholesky parameterization of the covariance matrix.
• Logistic Mixture Model (LMM): An m-component mixture of logistics, implemented using the CDF method of PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017 ).
• Unsmoothed Dyadic Partitions (UDP): Our dyadic partitioning model with no smoothing.
• Smoothed Multinomial (SMN): A multinomial model where structure of the space is added by applying a trend filtering penalty on the logits.
• Smoothed Dyadic Partitions (SDP): Our model with dyadic partitioning and a local smoothing window.
The first three methods have all been used in recent works in the literature. The UDP and SMN models are similar to ablation models in that they evaluate the effectiveness of SDP if one component were removed.
We consider two different ground truth distribution classes, both one dimensional. The first uses a 3-component GMM where component means and standard deviations are sampled uniformly from the range [1, 7] and [0.3, 2], respectively. The model is then discretized by evaluating the PDF at an evenly-spaced (zero-indexed) 128-bin grid along the range [0.1, 10]. The resulting distribution always has modes that fall far away from the boundaries at 0 and 127.
This does not reflect the typical nature of real discrete data, however, which often exhibits spikes near the boundaries.
To address these cases, we generate a second set of experiments where the ground truth is drawn from a mixture model of the following form:
where Exp is the exponential distribution. We sample λ 1 and λ 2 uniformly randomly from the range [0.25, 2] and sample µ and σ as in the GMM, then discretize this method following the same procedure used for the GMM. This creates an edge-biased distribution, where a smooth mode exists somewhere in the middle of the space, but at the boundaries the probability mass increases exponentially-similar to the observed marginal subpixel intensity in the CIFAR dataset (Salimans et al., 2017) .
For both distributions, we evaluate all six models on sample sizes of 500, 1K, 3K, 5K, 10K, 15K, 30K, and 60K. The base network architecture for each model uses two 5 × 5 convolution layers of size 32 and 64 with 2 × 2 max pooling, followed by a dense hidden layer of size 1024; all layers use ReLU activations and dropout. All models are trained for 100K steps using Adam with a learning rate of 10 −4 , = 1, and batchsize of 50 with 20% of the training samples used as a validation set and validation every 100 steps used to save the best model and prevent overfitting (i.e. the overfitting problems noted in Section 4.1 are not an issue here). For the GMM and LMM models, we evaluated over m = {1, 3, 5, 10, 20}. For the smoothed models, we fixed the neighborhood radius at 5 and evaluted over k = {1, 2} and λ = {0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0}.
All hyperparameters were selected using the validation set performance. Figure 3 shows the results, measured in terms of total variation distance from the true distribution, averaged across ten independent trials. For the GMM distribution (Figure  3a ), the GMM model is well-specified and consequently performs very well. In the low-sample GMM regime, the SDP model is competitive with the GMM model, despite the fact that the GMM matches the parametric form of the ground truth. As previously noted, however, most data sets do not follow such an ideal form; for example, previous work (van den Oord et al., 2016a;b;c) has noted a multinomial model often outperforms a GMM model. If the GMM distribution were reflective of real data, we would not expect the multinomial model to outperform it.
The edge-biased results in Figure 3b may be of more practical interest, as the design of this experiment is directly motivated by the real marginal subpixel intensity distributions seen in natural images. In the edge-biased scenario the multinomial model does in fact outperform the GMM model. However SDP is clearly the best model here, with much stronger performance across all sample sizes. Interestingly, the LMM model performs very poorly, despite its design also being inspired by modeling pixel intensities. To better understand the performance of each of the models on the edge-biased dataset, we generated example conditional distributions when the model is trained with 3K samples. Figure 4 shows plots of each model's estimation of the conditional distribution of the label for a single example image, with the ground truth shown in gray. The multinomial model (Figure 4a ) treats every value as independent and results in a jagged reconstruction, especially in the tails where the variance is particularly high. The GMM model (Figure 4b ) provides a smooth estimation that captures the middle mode well, but it drastically underestimates the tails because of the symmetric assumption of the model components. Conversely, the LMM (Figure 4c ) produces large spikes at the two boundaries. This is due to the formulation of the model where the boundaries are taken as the total component mass from [−∞, 0] and [127, ∞] . This is an intentional bias in the model designed to better match CIFAR pixel intensities which also have spikes at the boundaries. But it is quite a strong bias, as it effectively results in a twopoint-inflated smooth model with a nontrivial bias towards the boundaries. Finally, the UDP and SMN models (Figures 4d and 4e ) result in slightly better fits than the simple multinomial model, but the combination of the two in the SDP model (Figure 4f ) results in a smooth fit that is able to estimate the tails well.
In both distributions, we observe that the dyadic partitioning and local smoothing are jointly beneficial. Both unsmoothed DP and smoothed MN outperform a simple multinomial, but combining them both in the SDP model is superior to both. As the sample size grows, the SDP model converges to the UDP model in performance. This is unsurprising, as increased data results in a decreased advantage to smoothing. Indeed, as we show in Figure 5 , the average chosen λ value (i.e. the amount of smoothing) decreases as the sample size grows.
Real-world datasets
As a final validation of our method, we compile a benchmark of real-world datasets with discrete conditional distributions as a target output (or where the target variable is discrete). We use seven datasets from the UCI database; three are one-dimensional targets, three are twodimensional, and one is three-dimensional. Every model uses a network architecture of three hidden layers of sizes 256, 128, and 64 with ReLU activation, weight decay, and dropout. All models were trained with Adam and a decaying learning rate with initial rate at 10 −1 , minimum rate at 10 −4 , and decay rate of 0.25; we dynamically schedule the decay by decaying the rate after the current model has failed to improve for 10 epochs. Training stops after 1000 epochs or if the current learning rate is below the minimum learning rate or training. All results are averages using 10-fold cross-validation and we use 20% of the training data in each trial as a validation set. For all datasets, we select hyperparameter settings as in Section 4.2. We plot the marginal distributions of each real dataset in Figure 7 .
We also evaluate on a pixel prediction task for both MNIST and CIFAR-10, where we sample a 10 × 10 patch of the image and must predict the pixel located at (11, 11), relative to the origin of the patch. For both image datasets, we consider 3 different training sample sizes (500, 5K, and 50K). Every model uses a network architecture of two 3×3 convolution layers of size 32 and 64, with 2 × 2 max pooling, followed by three dense hidden layers of size 1024, 128, and 32; all layers use ReLU activation, weight decay, and dropout. Other training details are identical to the UCI dataset, with the exception that we only perform a single trial on the CIFAR datasets due to computational constraints. Similarly, we reduce the resolution of the CIFAR dataset from 256 3 to 64 3 . Plots of the marginal distributions of all our datasets are available in the supplementary material. Table 1 presents the results on all the candidate datasets, with the best-performing score in bold for each dataset and metric. We measure performance both in log-probability of the specific observed point and root mean squared error (RMSE), as the discrete space has a natural measurement of distance. In general, the SDP model performs very well in cases where the size of the discrete space dominates the sample size. The datasets where this is not the Edge-Biased GMM Figure 5 . The average selected lambda penalty parameter for the SDP model on the GMM and edge-biased distributions as a function of the sample size. In both cases, the model smooths progressively less as the sample size increases and eventually converges to the unsmoothed model in large-sample regimes.
case (Abalone and Parkinsons), the multinomial model has sufficient data to model the space well. The LMM model outperforms in terms of log-probs on the Housing dataset likely due to the large peaks at the boundaries in the data ( Figure 7c in the supplement). The CIFAR dataset also has substantial peaks-specifically at the corners-resulting in the LMM outperforming the multinomial model as has been demonstrated previously in PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017) . However, the additional structure in the dataset is much better modeled via the SDP model, which has nearly half the RMSE of the other methods.
Discussion
As our experiments demonstrated, the SDP model outperforms several alternative models commonly used in the literature. In the one-dimensional case, many other models have been proposed ranging from more flexible parametric component distributions for mixture models (Carreau & Bengio, 2009 ) to quantile regression (Taylor, 2000; Lee & Yang, 2006) . Extending these models to higher dimensions is non-trivial, making them unsuitable for use in many of our target applications. Furthermore, even in the 1d case, it is often unclear a priori which parametric components should be included in a mixture model and simply adding a large number may result in overfitting. A quantile regres- Table 1 . Results for the four models on a series of discrete datasets from the UCI database and the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. The best scores for each metric and dataset are bolded; grid size corresponds to the number of bins in the underlying discrete space. Overall, the SDP model performs very strongly especially in the cases where the discrete space is much larger than the sample size.
sion model would also suffer from the same overfitting issues as the unsmoothed DP model in Section 4.1, as it does not impose any smoothness explicitly. From a computational perspective, quantile regression would also require all nodes to be calculated at every iteration and would not scale well to large (finely discretized) 1d spaces.
There have also been other multidimensional models, notably the line of work in neural autoregressive models such as NADE (Uria et al., 2016) , RNADE (Uria et al., 2013) , and MADE (Germain et al., 2015) ; and variational autoencoders (Kingma & Welling, 2013 ) such as DRAW . We see such models as complementary approaches rather than competitive approaches to SDP. For instance, one could modify the outputs of MADE to be a separate discrete distribution for each dimension rather than a single likelihood. This would also address the main scalability issue of our model. Currently SDP requires O(n) output nodes for a space of n possible values. In the low-dimensional problems explored in this paper this was not a problem, but it quickly exceeds the memory of a GPU once one moves beyond three or four dimensions.
Our choice of local trend filtering for smoothing introduces three new hyperparameters: neighborhood radius size (r), the order of trend filtering (k), and the penalty weight (λ).
The model appears to function well with a fairly small neighborhood of about 5% of the underlying space, and even with just a fixed choice of a radius of 5 we performed well across all our real-world datasets. The choice of k is also less important, as both linear and quadratic trend filtering tend to drastically improve on the model. Computationally, the k = 1 penalty matrix is somewhat more efficient to use, though we have only optimized our 1d model for GPUs. The main parameter of interest is the choice of λ.
In all of our experiments we chose to enumerate each value and fix it for the entire training procedure. In practice, one may wish to anneal λ up as training proceeds so that the model can quickly converge to a jagged-but-good solution and then focus on smoothing.
Given the computational overhead of smoothing during training (around 3-4 times the wall-clock time of the other models in our experiments), one may be tempted to smooth the logits post-training, but there are several problems with such an approach. First, it would be unclear what inferential principle to use to determine the best fit. Second, given some ad-hoc approach to choosing λ, smoothing the logits post-training would impose a separate degree of smoothness to each sample conditional distribution. By using a single lambda for all training examples, we are in effect imposing the same degree of smoothness on all distributions in a way that constrains the degrees of freedom of the model explicitly across all classes. Evaluation of such a model on test data would also require generating the region (full or local) to smooth and then solving the full solution path each time, substantially impacting performance.
Finally, our experiments have all been done on relatively small problems with fairly simple models. Computational constraints prevented us from running extensive experiments with more sophisticated methods like PixelCNN++, which requires a multi-GPU machine and multiple days of training for a single model. It is our hope that other researchers with access to more substantial resources will evaluate SDP as an option in their larger-scale systems in the future.
Conclusion
We have presented SDP, a method for deep conditional estimation of discrete probability distributions. By dividing the discrete space into a series of half-spaces, SDP transforms the distribution estimation task into a hierarchical classifi-cation task which overcomes many of the disadvantages of simple multinomial modeling. These dyadic partitions are then smoothed using graph-based trend filtering on the resulting logit probabilities in a local region around the target label at training time. The combination of dyadic partitioning and logit smoothing was shown to have an additive effect in total variation error reduction in synthetic datasets.
The benchmark results on both real and synthetic datasets suggest that SDP is a powerful new method that may substantially improve the performance of generative models for audio, images, video, and other discrete data.
Smoothed 
A. Marginal distributions of real-world datasets
Below are the marginal distributions of the real-world datasets used for benchmarking in Section 4.3. All of the datasets exhibit some degree of spatial structure, making this a difficult task for a multinomial model without a large sample size. Several of the datasets also contain spikes along boundaries that present problems for Gaussian mixture models. For example, the Housing data contains a large spike at the largest value; MNIST contains a large spike at its smallest value; the Student Performance data contains a ridge line along the upper boundary (i.e. students getting zero on one of the two tests); the Concrete data contains several high-probability points along the top of the (X,Z) and (Y,Z) border; and the CIFAR data contains spikes at the upper left and lower right corners of each 2d view. 
